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Dear Friends,
The last few months have been very difficult for everybody, markets have continued very weak and recovery is still not here.
There are some encouraging signs in Asia where demand has been very strong, especially in China. There, a combination
of strong domestic demand with low production of Chinese non-wood pulp has boosted demand compensating for
the low European orders. This is indeed a small sign that we hope will be followed by others throughout the summer
hopefully bringing better news to our beleaguered industry.
What has not been good news has been the unfair and uncompetitive black liquor subsidy that the US has been giving
their pulp producers as a result of a very twisted interpretation of a law that encouraged substitution of fossil fuels in
transportation. The end result has been that several pulp producers have been receiving subsidies of up to US$300 per
ton of pulp as a result of adding some diesel oil to their black liquor, quite the opposite of what is the spirit of the law.
Now there is more disturbing news that the Canadian government has started a new scheme that would give Canadian
producers a similar subsidy to help the industry. We all hope that both countries end as soon as possible these subsidies
as they are only hurting the taxpayer in trying to keep alive an industry that cannot and will not survive in the long term.
Back to the newsletter, this issue has a very interesting article by Roger Wright in which he looks to the future of pulp
production and how the consolidation will play an important factor in the companies that will be the leaders in the next
few years, all of them from the Southern Hemisphere.
Also we look at how the technology has played a vital part in the plantations wood yield, which in turn has been one of
the main reasons of the growth of the pulp production in South America and has also contributed to the competiveness
of this sector. Also you will find information about the increase of production at Santa Fe and other CMPC news.
I hope you enjoy this newsletter, please write and tell us if you have found our articles interesting or if there are other
subjects you would like to see covered in future issues.
Best regards,

Guillermo Mullins
Commercial Director of CMPC Pulp

CMPC Pulp will invest
US$26 million
in a new project
to optimise operations.

At Santa Fe Mill

New capacity expansion
CMPC Pulp will increase production capacity
of Line 2 at Santa Fe Mill by 20% (from
780,000 tonnes per annum to 940,000 t/a).
Adjustments to the production process in a
number of areas as part of a US$26 million
project will start next September and will be
fully operative by mid 2010.
An important part of this investment
(US$20 million) corresponds to new

environmental improvements: reduction of
odour emissions at Line N°1 and decreases
in water use. The former will be achieved
by improving gas retrieval and expanding
incineration capacity.
These measures form part of an
Environmental Cooperation Agreement
recently signed by the company, the
community and the authorities.

Roger Wright:

“In 2011 the pulp industry
will be very different”
“The changes which started to become evident a couple of years ago are the most
fundamental and far-reaching of any that I have seen in the last forty years”, says
Roger Wright, the founder and Managing Director of Hawkins Wright Ltd. a leading
independent research company which specialises in international pulp and paper
markets.
For 25 years, Roger Wright has undertaken over 500 research and consultancy
assignments in over 50 countries. He has made many contributions to industry
publications and frequently addresses audiences at international conferences on
trade matters.

“All market BHKP will

In this interview he gives us his personal view of the pulp industry, a business which
attracted him from a young age. “Like every young boy, I dreamed of a life in the pulp
industry!” he comments. He started working in a small paper mill in Scotland in 1964
with no clear career path in mind. After two years learning the basics of papermaking
he joined a small consultancy established to specialise in market research in paper,
print and packaging markets. He started Hawkins Wright in 1983 and he has grown
the business to the extent that he now employs three people.

be produced by no more

“My greatest influence has been the pleasure of working with friends all over the
world and in trying to make sense of the many changes which are always taking place
in pulp and paper industries. I have yet to succeed”, says Roger Wright.

than 10 producers in
Chile, Brazil, Uruguay
and South East Asia”.

What differences do you see between pulp and other commodity markets?
Pulp, like most other commodities, is traded globally and mainly sold in dollars. As with
all commodities, prices are strongly influenced by wider macroeconomic conditions.
However, the pulp business has several characteristics that set it apart. In spite of the
consolidation within the industry over the past ten years, the pulp business remains
fragmented. The dependence on forests also sets pulp apart from other commodities
derived from mining or shorter rotation agricultural commodities. Forests are highly
diverse in terms of their species, ownership, and management. They are also renewable.
Although pulp is a commodity, it has not been possible to create a properly
functioning futures exchange which other commodity markets depend on for
price transparency. This may be partly due to the diversity of pulp grades which are
not readily substituted. As a result the pulp business is characterised by complex
contractual agreements, which depend very much on personal relationships.
However, the main differences probably lie in the end-uses. Despite the current
economic turmoil, there remains a strong case for rising commodity prices in the
longer term, due to a rising global population and limited resources. However, pulp
may not benefit to the same degree as extractive commodities, partly because it
is renewable, but also because demand for the end product – paper -is flat or even
declining in some areas.

Over 55% of bleached chemical pulp
is used in printing and writing papers,
demand for which is contracting. New
media are replacing graphic papers and
this substitution trend is accelerating
because of the global recession. Capacity
for graphic paper production has been
cut by over 15 million annual tonnes in
North America and Europe in the last
three years and there is more to come.
When economies do recover, other
commodities will benefit but I think it is
highly probable that 2007 will prove to
be the all-time peak for pulp and white
paper demand. In volume terms, In five
years the pulp market is likely to be
about the same as in 2001 but BHKP will
account for some 75% of total bleached
chemical pulp.
How do you see the industry in ten years
time?
We will not have to wait for ten years to
see a very different industry; even in 2011
it will be very different.
Demand for communication papers
is declining rapidly as the adoption of
new technologies gathers pace. There
are now 1.6 billon internet users, 575
million households have broadband
connections and 4.1 billion subscribe
to mobile phone providers. Advertising
expenditure on the internet has reached
$52 billion. Newspaper circulations are
falling rapidly and, in the USA, newsprint
consumption is 48% lower than it was in
2003. Other potential threats to printing
papers include e-paper, a thin portable
piece of plastic which can be read
anywhere.

For pulp suppliers, the decline in
communication papers will be partly
compensated for by continued growth
in tissue consumption, particularly in
developing countries. The proportion of
wood pulp in these papers will increase
even more rapidly as higher quality
tissues become more popular.
Who will be the major players then?
Supply patterns will also be very
different. Over 40% of the recovery
boilers in North America are over 35
years old. Many of these will close in the
next few years as profitability has never
been sufficient to justify investment in
replacement.
In Finland and Sweden, the last new
pulp mill started up about 20 years
ago and it is now closed, probably
permanently. Japanese, Korean,
Taiwanese and some European BHKP
producers are uncompetitive and are
unlikely to survive for the next ten years.
In contrast, about 17 million t/y of
eucalyptus and acacia pulp capacity has
started up in the last decade in South
America and SEA.
I believe that all market BHKP will be
produced by no more than 10 producers
in Chile, Brazil, Uruguay, Iberia and
South East Asia.
In Europe, competition for energy fibre
will make softwood pulp manufacturing
uncompetitive except in new facilities
which combine pulp and energy
production.
It is likely that in 2020, most BSKP
market pulp will be a by-product of bio-

refineries made by producers close to
the big energy consumers in USA and
Europe.
How will developments in bio-energy
based on woodchips and pellets affect
our business?
The contraction of paper production in
Japan will obviate any growth in woodchip
demand for pulp production, In ten years
time, it is likely that the use of wood and
biomass for energy will exceed the volumes
currently used by the traditional forest
products industries.
The major economies have ambitious plans
for renewable energy and, after spending
billions of dollars on wind, solar and tidal
solutions, they will increasingly focus on
woody biomass as a feedstock for bioenergy, bio-fuels and bio-chemicals.
Already, some 12 million t/y of wood pellets
are used for domestic and commercial
heating and for power generation. Of
this, 8 million tonnes is in the EU. The
potential for pellets and biomass is huge.
In the UK alone, existing plans for future
power generation imply a need for about
16 million tonnes of woody biomass, the
equivalent to four Santa Fe’s! Even more
will be needed for domestic heat.

What do you think of the US alternative
fuel tax credit? Will it continue?
Again I must stress that these are my
personal opinions, I think that this tax credit
will sound the death knell for many US
paper producers. In an oversupplied market,
an effective reduction of $100-200 in
production costs will inevitably affect paper
prices. After the credit is rescinded, you can
imagine the difficulties in recovering paper
prices by 20% in the depths of a recession.
“Short-term gain, long-term pain”.
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Tree cloning at CMPC

CMPC has carried out research
since 2001 using somatic
embryogenesis of plants, an In
Vitro micropropagation technique
that enables embryos to be
produced from somatic cells.
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In initial analyses it
has been found that
the development of some
clones, measured
The contribution
of cloned plants to the
company’s plantations
will be significant, states
Adelaida Poblete,

in volume, is greater than
the average of the family

Head of the Department
of Biotechnology of Plant
Production Management

from which they originate.

at Mininco Forestry.

From 2012, an increasing proportion of
CMPC’s new radiata pine plantations will
correspond to clones selected by its Genetic
Improvement Programme and produced
by its Biotechnology Centre in accordance
with the most desired industry qualities.
The company’s forests will be renewed with
mother plants that will produce trees with
advantages such as longer fibre length,
higher density or low lignin content. Thus,
the company’s wood supply will increase
without having to expand its forestry
estates.
Convinced that this is the way to
sustainable growth, CMPC has carried
out research since 2001 using somatic
embryogenesis of plants, an In Vitro
micropropagation technique that enables
embryos to be produced from somatic

cells; that is to say, from cells which are
different from the sexes (gametes). “In the
case of radiata pine, these embryos are
produced from an immature seed and it is
interesting that all the embryos obtained
in this way are identical, that is to say, a
clone”, explains Adelaida Poblete, Head
of the Department of Biotechnology of
Plant Production Management at Mininco
Forestry, a subsidiary of the CMPC Group.
During the initial development of this
technique, which up until then had not
been available in Chile and was subject to
patents, the company worked together with
the Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile
Subsequently, the methodology that had
been developed was revised and validated
as original by Doctor Jenny Aitken from
New Zealand, who periodically advises on

the checks, updates and optimisation of the
use of this technique.
In initial analyses it has been discovered that
the development of some clones, measured
in volume, is higher than the average of the
family from which they originate, “which is
very encouraging,” states Adelaida Poblete,
“as it shows potential for the technology
which until recently was just theory”.
The scientist points out that these cloning
trials are still very recent (with the oldest
being four years old), therefore it is necessary
to wait a couple of years to validate the
results before starting the mass commercial
production of the plant material. The
company hopes to transform the first select
15 clones of radiata pine in 150,000 mother
plants in 2010, becoming established as a
plantation from 2012.
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Department of Biotechnology of Plant
Production Management at Mininco
Forestry, a subsidiary of the CMPC Group.

One of the main
benefits of this type of
technique is that these
characteristics can be
consistent and can be
replicated from tree to
tree in the same way.

By the end of their production period, the
first 150,000 cloned mother plants will
produce between 5-6 million final plants,
which represents between 13-16% of
CMPC’s total production of pine plants in
a three year period. This production will
continue to increase, potentially able to
reach 80% of the total plantation of radiata
pine. “Their ultimate contribution to the
company’s plantation will be significant”,
states Adelaida Poblete, “as it represents
the best genetic material available at CMPC
and one of the ways to increase the volume
and quality of the wood from our forests”.
Up until now, the qualities assessed in
radiata pine have been volume, straightness
and density, but the technique also enables

individual qualities to be identified under
other selection criteria, such as the pulp
quality of the wood, resistance to disease,
efficiency in terms of water or nutrient use.

Poblete. This means that the cloning
material will most likely be used in a large
percentage of CMPC’s estates, despite its
higher initial cost.

The company estimates that the cost of
the production of the cloning plants will
be slightly higher than currents costs
of controlled cross pollination of plant
material (used most at the plantations),
which, at the same time, is practically
double the cost of plants produced from
seeds. However, the selection of the type
of plant to be used does not depend solely
on cost, but also on the benefits, in terms
of the volume of wood per type of product
per hectare, or more specifically, in dollars/
hectare at harvest, explains Adelaida

In addition to the advantages in terms
of quality of the raw material, which will
enable the selection of clones with the
desired qualities, one of the main benefits
of this type of technique is that these
characteristics can be consistent and can
be replicated from tree to tree in the same
way. “The homogeneity which tree cloning
enables must mean the finer tuning of
a more predictable raw material for the
pulp mills”, concludes the Head of the
Department of Biotechnology at CMPC.

CMPC PULP: Facts & Figures 1H2009 (e)
Preliminary results for the second
quarter of 2009 suggest that the worst
part of the crisis may be over, thanks
largely to strong sales in China and
other South East Asian markets.

make us cautious about the near
future. Paper production and pulp
consumption statistics from Europe
and America show the effects of a
deep industrial recession in both
regions. Unemployment keeps rising
in many countries and the consensus
forecasts for 2009 growth in each
major economy have been adjusted
down every month this year. The
question is whether burgeoning pulp
prices are sustainable or a temporary
blip as consumers’ pulp inventories

FOEX pulp price indicators are
improving marginally in Europe
and China and with our production
costs under control, EBIDTA is slowly
recovering from the record lows
reached in the first quarter of 2009.
Nevertheless, still there are dark
clouds on the economic horizon that
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1Q2009 2Q2009 (e)

Sales

345
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273

220

236

Cost of Sales

169
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Gross Margin

176
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118
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67
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Administrative & Selling Expenses
EBITDA

Lower pulp prices also led our sales
income to fall 37% y/y.
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Our sales data through May 2009
reveals how Asian markets are
recovering faster than other regions
and the serious damage this crisis has
inflicted on the European paper sector.

Results by Quarter

(Thousand US$)

US$/tonne

Operating Results

are replenished from their record
lows. Without a solid recovery in
these markets, “green shoots” must
be viewed with caution until the large
fiscal stimulus packages begin to show
a clearly sustainable economic recovery.
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CMPC TISSUE BOUGHT COMPANY IN BRAZIL
The CMPC Group expanded its operations in
the tissue business to Brazil with the purchase
of Melhoramentos Papeis, a company with two
production plants for toilet paper, paper towels
and serviettes in Sao Paulo State and a total
production capacity of 75,000 tonnes/annum.
It has approximately 10% of the Brazilian
market, with total sales of US$190 million.

Chairman of the local
association of Mapuche
communities at Collipulli,
Dionisio Prado.

CMPC CONSOLIDATES
ITS RELATIONSHIPS WITH
NEIGHBOURING COMMUNITIES

These meetings are in addition to other promotional
activities recovering the identity of the native people
of the area in which the company’s mills are located
(Araucanía and BioBio), such as weaving, Mapuche
language courses and traditional music concerts, carried
out with the collaboration of Pacífico Mill.

On 30 April 2009, our dear Olga
Moreno Escobar took a well deserved
break after 44 years of work for CMPC
in the pulp business.

In her place, David Vásquez, trained
in international trade, has taken on
the role of Logistics Management
Support.

The acquisition of Melhoramentos Papeis, for
US$55 million, entails assets of US$162 million,
as detailed by the company in April 2009.

Workers and executives at CMPC Pulp, other subsidiaries
of CMPC and neighbouring companies, have had the
opportunity to discover more about Mapuche culture
during talks given at Pacífico and Santa Fe Mills by
the Chairman of the local association of Mapuche
communities at Collipulli, Dionisio Prado.

OLGA MORENO
RETIRES AFTER
44 YEARS AT
THE COMPANY

During her long service, Olga
undertook a wide variety of roles, with
recent responsibility for controlling
export services payments, in addition
to statistics exchange administration
in Chile. In all her positions, Olga
gained the respect, admiration
and affection of those who worked
with her for her professional and
interpersonal qualities.

CMPC Tissue already had subsidiaries in
Argentina, Colombia, Mexico, Peru and
Uruguay, in addition to Chilean operations,
totalling a capacity of 340,000 tonnes/annum.
In 2008, total sales reached US$ 870 million.

CMPC PULP DOCKS
AT ONSAN PORT IN KOREA
In order to offer a logistic alternative to
its customers, CMPC Pulp is docking at a
second port in Korea, Onsan, from this April.
Situated on the east coast of the peninsula,
this is now a destination for the company’s
shipments, in addition to Inchon Port.
Operations at Onsan are run by Horizon
Taeyoung Korea Terminals, which has a
pulp terminal at the port.

Easter
Island

Currently 550 figures between
4 and 20 meters high, are
to be found the length and
breadth of the island.

Easter Island is considered to be the
largest open-air museum in the world.
Its monumental stone statues, probably
constructed between 1110 and 1300, are
the most characteristic expression of
its culture heritage, Rapa Nui; however,
what is most surprising is that this
culture has been able to develop in such
isolation from the rest of the world. The
nearest location to this island is the
southern point of Chile, at a distance of
3,500 km, followed by Tahiti at 4,600 km
and New Zealand at 7,000 km.

It was given the name ‘Easter Island’ by
the Dutch explorer Jakob Roggeveen,
who discovered it on 5 April 1722, the day
of the Resurrection. It was annexed by
Chile 121 years ago and is currently under
the jurisdiction of one of its regions,
but there exists a bill to give it greater
autonomy as a special region.
The flight from Santiago to Easter Island
takes approximately 6 hours.

Production and distribution of pulp based on Radiata Pine and Eucalyptus. The mills are Pacifico
(500,000 tons Radiata Pine), Laja (360,000 tons Radiata Pine) and Santa Fe (1.2 million tons
Eucalyptus). This pulp is exported to countries in Asia, Europe, Oceania and the Americas.

CMPC PULP

Overseas Representatives
Argentina
Productos Forestales S.A.
PROFORSA
Laprida 3278 piso 2, oficina 43
1642 San Isidro, Buenos Aires
Tel: (54-11) 473 52733
Fax: (54-11) 473 52740
proforsa@arnet.com.ar
Australia
Silvania Resources, Inc.
1820 N. Corporate Lakes Blvd.
Suite 307
Weston, Florida 33326
USA
Tel: (1-954) 385 4890
Fax: (1-425) 944 1836
fredthilen@silvaniaresources.
com
Benelux Countries
Euro Fibres SPRL
18 Avenue Lavoisier
B-1300 Wavre
Belgium
Tel: (32-10) 237 450
Fax: (32-10) 237 452
Robert.hamilton@euro-fibres.be
Bolivia
Hein Ltda.
Avda. Arce 2396
La Paz
Tel: (591-2) 244 2786
(591-2) 244 0945
Fax:
(591-2) 244 1188

Germany, Austria and Eastern
Europe
GUSCO Handel - G. Schürfeld & Co.
Mönckebergstrasse 31
D-20095 Hamburg
Tel: (49-40) 333 040
Fax: (49-40) 333 04100
Secretary.Office@Gusco.de
India
Seascope Pulp & Paper Pvt. Ltd.
158/33 Laxmi Industrial States
New Link Road, Andheri (West)
Mumbai 400 053
Tel: (91-22) 263 38484
Fax: (91-22) 263 31074
sales@seascope.in
Indonesia
Cellmark Interindo Trade Pt.
JI. Raya Jatiwaringin No 54
Pondok, Gede
17411 Jakarta
Tel: (62-21) 848 0130
Fax: (62-21) 848 0140
hariono@ccduta.com
Italy
CMP Cellulosa Marketing SARL
32, Chemin Frank Thomas
CH-1208 Geneva
Switzerland
Tel: (41-22) 707 4101
Fax: (41-22) 700 0062

Brazil
Claudio Maresca, Representante
Rua Itapicuru, 369 - piso 12
Conj. 1208
05006 - 000 Sao Paulo - SP
Tel: (55-11) 289 32511
Fax: (55-11) 289 32513
cmaresca@uol.com.br

Japan
Hirom Corporation
Toto Building 6th Floor
5-1-4 Toranomon
Minato-ku
Tokyo 105-0001
Tel: (81-3) 5733 5893
Fax: (81-3) 5733 5894
hirokajita@comet.ocn.ne.jp

China
CellMark AB, Shanghai Office
Room 2007, Rui Jin Building
205 South Mao Ming Road
Shanghai 200020
Tel: (86-21) 647 30266
Fax: (86-21) 647 30030
Henry.peng@sh.cellmark.com.cn

Korea
HB Corporation
4th Fl. HB Bldg., 627-17 Sinsa-Dong,
Kangnam-Gu
Seoul, 135-895
Tel: (82-2) 344 85131
Fax: (82-2) 344 85132
yrhwang@hb-corp.com

Colombia
Herzig & Cía. S.A.
Carrera 50 N 6-41
Medellín
Tel: (57-4) 255 2122
Fax: (57-4) 285 5805
erestrepo@herzig.com.co

Mexico
Paxell International S.A. de CV.
Fuente de Pirámides No 1-506
Tecamachalco Mex.
53950 México
Tel: (52-55) 293 1403
Fax: (52-55) 293 1377
llamas@prodigy.net.mx

Ecuador
Alter Cia Ltda.
Almagro 1550 y Pradera
Edificio P.A. Kingman, piso 4B
Quito
Tel: (593-2) 290 5531
Fax: (593-2) 256 4571
mreyes@alter-ec.com
proserfin@alter-ec.com
France
Unifibra S.A.
32, Chemin Frank Thomas
CH-1208 Geneva
Switzerland
Tel: (41-22) 707 4102
Fax: (41-22) 700 0062
Remy.heintz@unifibra.cl

Peru
Inunsa S.A.
Av. Mariategui # 218
Lima 11
Tel: (51-1) 471 8990
Fax: (51-1) 470 6061
inunsasac@rednextel.com.pe
South Africa
Dennis C. Money Esq.
c/o Bimac International
58A Curzon Road
Bryanston, Sandton
South Africa
Tel: (27-11) 462 9238
Fax: (27-11) 462 2493

Spain
Northern Pulp Cellulose Sales S.A.
Almagro 21
28010 Madrid
Tel: (34-91) 310 1526
Fax: (34-91) 319 1910
Cb.npcs@retemail.es
Switzerland
GUSCO Handel - G. Schürfeld & Co.
Mönckebergstrasse 31
D-20095 Hamburg
Tel: (49-40) 333 040
Fax: (49-40) 333 04100
Secretary.Office@Gusco.de
Taiwan
Beauflex International Corp.
9F-1, N° 36, Alley 38, Lane 358,
Rueiguand Rd., Neihu District.,
Taipei 114
Tel: (886-2) 2658 5199
Fax: (886-2) 2658 5196
david@beauflex.com
Thailand
CellMark (Thailand) Co. Ltd.
2024/139-140 Rimtangrodfai Road
Prakanong, Bangkok 10250
Tel: (66 -2) 333 1300
Fax: (66-2) 333 1299
United Kingdom
F.G. Evans & Co. (Pulp) Ltd.
15 Manor Courtyard
Hughenden Avenue
High Wycombe, Bucks HP13 5RE
Tel: (44-1494) 450 692
Fax: (44-1494) 471 457
office@fgevans.com
Uruguay
Arturo Nogueira Representaciones
18 de Julio 1044 piso 2
Esc.204
Montevideo
Tel: (598-2) 902 0630
Fax: (598-2) 902 0630
anrepr@dedicado.net.uy
USA
International Forest Products Corp.
One Patriot Place
Foxboro, Ma. 02035
Tel: (1-508) 698 4600
Fax: (1-508) 698 1500
barrym@ifpcorp.com
Venezuela
CellMark Pulp & Paper Inc.
C/O Rero, C.A.
Torre Phelps, Piso 19, Of. A.
Plaza Venezuela
Caracas, 1010-A
Tel: (58-212) 781 9501/2476
Fax: (58-212) 781 5932/6976
reroca@reroca.com

